Cloud-Native
Claims Management
Claims. Simplified.

Most claims organizations are challenged to increase processing efficiency and productivity,

reduce errors, and cut operational costs. But with outdated tools, a lack of visibility, and missing
insights to underpin smart decisions it can appear like an overwhelming task. Not anymore.

Five Sigma is a cloud-native, data-driven Claims Management Solution (CMS) that lets you
simplify your claims process from first notice of loss to settlement.

Deployed within weeks, our Saas solutions automate the claims process and offer

recommendations and real-time insights based on claims data - allowing your adjusters to
focus on providing excellent customer service and making smart business decisions.
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‰ Integrated with policy administrative system
to automatically capture insured indicative
data and identify potential coverage issues.
‰ Customized FNOL screens with decision tree
based dynamic fields that adapt based on
previous answers.

Assignment

‰ Automated assignment of claims and or
coverages based on claims complexity and
adjuster workload
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First Notice of Loss (FNOL)

Coverage Verification

‰ Display of comprehensive policy details
including but not limited to: effective dates,
entities, policy limits and deductibles.
‰ Capture coverage decisions and rationale.

‰ Automated coverage opening and setting of
statistical reserves based on organizational
heuristics.
‰ Automated distribution of correspondence or
messaging.
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Investigation

‰ Choose your method of investigation (MOI)
and take action on it.
‰ Predefined e-referral templates to efficiently
ensure that all required information is
communicated.
‰ Automated bi-lateral internal and external
e-referrals of selected MOI options.
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Liability

‰ Capture liability decisions and associated
rationale.
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Damage Assessment

‰ Capture physical damage assessments
digitally.
‰ First party medical resolution module that is
integrated with bill adjudication software or
partner.
‰ Third party bodily injury evaluation module to
itemize, assess and aggregate special and
general damages.
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Resolution

‰ Documentation, modification, initiation and
tracking of all financial transactions at the
coverage and claim level.
‰ Dynamic payment and reserving user interface
with automated consideration, restrictions, and
escalation of; deductibles, authority levels and
policy limits.

Recovery

Calculate, refer and document recoveries.
Automatically e-refer to designated recovery
and disposal vendors.
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Data and Reporting

‰ Embedded supervisor and adjuster dashboards
to track production and performance against
KPIs in real-time.
‰ Access claim level details in a few clicks.
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Quality Assurance

Manually or automatically query select claims
for review.
Embedded QA forms within the claim that has
been selected for review.
Query QA results with a powerful performance
and exception dashboard.

Claims closed!

It’s Easier Than You Thought.

Better communication
with customers
In-system omnichannel communications
automatically captures all communications
and allows adjusters to make/receive emails,
calls and texts from within the platform.

Decision-making made easy
Using data modeling and AI to recommend
on next steps and help make the right
decision on every claim.

Faster processing time

Agile and adaptive

Automated claims processing with
integrated workflows including reminders,
adjuster assignments, claims routing, and
more.

SaaS native platform with flexible APIs
easily adapts to every workflow and any
integration, to fit seamlessly into your
business with endless scalability.

Deploy in weeks. Onboard in hours

Improve KPIs

Out-of-the-box Saas solution lets you be up
and running in weeks. Simple and intuitive UI
so adjusters are onboarding in an hour.

Managers get full visibility on the entire
claims operations, including their team's
performance.

About
Five Sigma

Five Sigma is a cloud-native, data-driven Claims Management Solution (CMS) with
embedded AI/ML capabilities to allow simple and smart claims processing for the
insurance industry. Five Sigma simplifies claims management by adding automated
claims processing workflows and using data modeling and AI to provide smart
recommendations – improving adjusters’ decision-making and reducing errors.
Leading insurance carriers, Insurtech, TPAs and Self-Insured companies use Five
Sigma's CMS to modernize their claims operations, reduce claims leakage, enhance
compliance, and improve their customer experience.
Ready to gain a stronger sense of what Five Sigma Claims Management Solution can
do for your organization? Visit www.fivesigmalabs.com to schedule a demo.

